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From the Ed; tor
The response to the questionnaires for the establishment of a new
directory of Sung-Liao-Chin-YUan scholars has been excellent. However,
publication will for two reasons have to await our next issue. First.
there is simply no space available in the present issue to accommodate
another major item. Second. the time required to prepare all t he entries for the directory has proved far longer than expected. If, incidentally. anyone would care to upgrade the information already submitted, he or she is invited to do so.
Speaking of space problems , I must apologize for the absence from
this issue of two of our standard features. book reviews and book news.
As publication of no.18 should follow shortly , the lack will not perhaps be felt too keenly.
As Dr. Wixted's "Finding list" is a research aid to which ready
access is desirable. I have placed it at the end of the issue where one
can always be sure to locate it.
A problem. qu i te unforeseeable. developed with our mailing labels
last time, so that in some cases the issue (no.16) did not reach its destination . If you did not receive your copy and you are not significantly
behind in your subscription, you should let me know.
The special contributions of the following individuals toward preparation and publication of this issue are gratefully acknowledged:
Li Chu-tsing; Lee Eun-hi; Teresa Me;; Sigrid Peterson; and Isolde Tsiperovich.
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